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Abstract 

This project aims to provide fundamental understanding of the wire sawing process of 

silicon wafers. The traditional multi-wire slurry sawing technique (MWSS) and the fixed 

abrasive diamond wire sawing (DWS) technique as a new promising alternative are 

compared. Fundamental experimental and modeling studies of single grit diamond 

scribing on silicon are carried out to derive a first principles understanding of the factors 

governing the mode of material removal and surface and subsurface damage in diamond 

wire sawing. Notable progress was achieved in the following areas: (i) comparison of 

MWSS and DWS, (ii) investigation of the crystallographic orientation dependence of 

ductile scribing of silicon by taking into account the roles of phase transformation and 

slip, (iii) understanding the ductile-to-brittle cutting mode transition in single grit 

diamond scribing of silicon through experiments and extended finite element modeling 

(XFEM).  
 

1. Analysis of Slurry and Fixed Abrasive Diamond Wire Sawn Silicon Wafers 

 

Various geometric and mechanical characteristics of silicon wafers sliced by slurry and 

fixed abrasive diamond wire sawing were analyzed through the use of different 

characterization tools. Specifically, the surface morphology, cutting mode (ductile/brittle), 

thickness variation, surface roughness, surface profile, residual stresses, microcracks and 

mechanical strength of multi-Si wafers were examined. In general, diamond cut wafers 

are found to have characteristics that are comparable to (and in some cases superior to) 

slurry cut wafers, which indicates that fixed abrasive diamond wire sawing can be a 

viable alternative to slurry wire sawing [1].  

 

The mechanical strength of silicon wafers cut by both MWSS and DWS was studied in 

depth through four line and biaxial bending tests [2]. Mixed mode fracture analysis 

identifies the effect of microcrack geometry on the critical crack length. Microcracks in 

the wafer edges and center were measured to correlate with the fracture strength of 

wafers evaluated using linear elastic fracture mechanics. Details of this study can be 

found in [1, 2], also included in the appendix as A-1 and A-2.  

 
2.Crystallographic Orientation Dependence of Ductile Scribing in Silicon 

 

Single-point diamond scribing tests were performed on (111), (001) and (110) 

crystallographic planes in the <111>, <110>, <100> and <112> directions. In all cases, 

the material removal mechanism transitions from ductile to brittle fracture as the depth of 

scribing increases. The critical depth of ductile-to-brittle transition is found to vary 

considerably. Scribing on the (001) Si surface exhibits significant brittle fracture, while 
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ductile removal is achieved on the (111) plane at scribing depths greater than 1µm. In 

addition, on a given crystallographic plane, brittle fracture is found to always dominate in 

the <100> direction compared to the <111> direction. These results are explained by the 

roles of phase transformation and slip generation in the material. For a given scribing 

depth, orientations for which slip systems are easily activated require higher loading 

pressures and therefore produce higher tensile stress in the material, which leads to 

increased brittle fracture. Details can be found in [3], also included in the appendix as A-

3. 

 

3. Modeling and Experimental Study on Ductile-to-brittle Cutting Mode Transition in 

Single Grit Diamond Scribing of Silicon 

 

The effects of scriber tip geometry, coefficient of friction and external hydrostatic 

pressure on the critical depth of cut associated with ductile-to-brittle transition and crack 

generation were studied via an eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM) based model, 

which was experimentally validated [4, 5]. Scribers with a large tip radius are shown to 

produce lower tensile stresses and a larger critical depth of cut compared to scribers with 

a sharp tip. Spherical tipped scribers are shown to generate only surface cracks while 

sharp tipped scribers (conical, Berkovich and Vickers) are found to create large 

subsurface tensile stresses, which can lead to nucleation of subsurface median/lateral 

cracks. Lowering the friction coefficient tends to increase the critical depth of cut and 

hence the extent of ductile mode cutting. The results also show that larger critical depth 

of cut can be obtained under external hydrostatic pressure. Details of this study can be 

found in [4, 5] and is also included in the appendix as A-4. 
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Abstract 
Various geometric and mechanical characteristics of silicon wafers sliced by slurry and fixed 
abrasive diamond wire sawing are analyzed through measurements. In general, diamond cut 
wafers are found to have comparable characteristics as slurry cut wafers, which indicates that 
fixed abrasive diamond wire sawing may be a viable alternative to slurry wire sawing. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
While slurry based wire sawing is currently the prevalent process technology to manufacture 
photovoltaic silicon wafers [1], fixed abrasive diamond wire sawing is a promising new 
technology due to its potential for high throughput and possible ease of recycling cutting fluid 
and silicon [2-4]. The objective of this study is to quantitatively analyze and compare the 
characteristics of silicon wafers sliced by the two techniques.   
 
As-cut 156mm square polycrystalline Si wafers produced by the two sawing techniques were 
provided by two industrial vendors (denoted as A and B) and are summarized in Table 1. The 
surface morphology, cutting mode (ductile/brittle), thickness variation, surface roughness, 
surface profile, residual stresses, microcracks and mechanical strength of the Si wafers are 
examined, followed by discussion of the key results.  

Table 1. Si wafers used in this study 

Vendor A Vendor B 
Diamond cut 

(VAD) 
Slurry cut group 1 

(VAS1) 
Slurry cut group 2 

(VAS2) 
Diamond cut 

(VBD) 
Slurry cut 

(VBS) 

200 µm thick 160 µm thick 160-200 µm thick  200 µm thick 200 µm thick 

  F600 cutting grit F800 cutting grit     

 
2. Results 
 
2.1 Surface Morphology and Cutting Mode 
It has been shown that slurry cut wafers typically exhibit a rough surface with random 
texture, whereas diamond cut wafers typically have smooth cutting grooves along the cutting 
direction [4]. As seen in Fig.1, there is also some brittle chipping along the smooth cutting 
traces. It is known that diamond cubic silicon, when subjected to very high pressures 
(>8GPa), undergoes phase transformation resulting in new crystalline phases (e.g. Si-III, Si-
XII) at low unloading rates, or amorphous silicon at high unloading rates [5]. It is believed 
that the ductile cutting mode of silicon is due to formation of the amorphous phase [6]. The 
Raman spectra in Fig. 2 indicates the presence of amorphous silicon in the smooth cutting 
grooves of the diamond cut wafers. In general, amorphous silicon is observed in the ductile 
cutting regions of diamond cut wafers while it is rarely observed in slurry cut wafers, whose 
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surfaces mostly exhibit the diamond cubic phase.  
  

          

Fig. 1. Image of diamond cut wafer surface (VAD).   Fig. 2. Raman spectra of marked region in Fig. 1 

 

2.2 Thickness Variation 
The thickness of slurry cut wafers was observed to vary as a function of location in the wafer. 

Specifically, along the wire speed direction (see Fig. 3) the right edge (T2,T4) is generally 

thicker than the left edge (T1,T3), and along the wire feed direction the bottom edge (T3,T4) 

is thicker than the top edge (T1,T2). The thickness variation as a function of wafer location is 

shown in Fig. 4. In contrast, the diamond cut wafers showed random thickness variation of 

about 20µm. 

     
Fig. 3. Wafer cutting schematic.    Fig. 4. Slurry cut wafer thickness variation. 

 

2.3 Surface Roughness 
Figure 5 shows the surface roughness variation along the wire speed direction measured 

using an optical Interferometer. The roughness of slurry cut wafers decreases significantly 

from wire entry (left edge) to exit (right edge). However, the roughness remains nearly 

constant along the wire feed direction. In contrast, the measured roughness of the diamond 

cut wafers appears to depend on local cutting conditions and can have large random 

variations, especially when measured along the wire speed direction.  
 
2.4 Surface Profile 
The wafer surface profiles were measured using a Taylor Hobson Talysurf® profilometer 



along a 100mm track perpendicular to the saw marks in the wafer center. Both the back and 

front wafer surface profiles were measured. Representative profiles of slurry and diamond cut 

wafers are shown in Fig. 6. Note that the back surface profiles are plotted such that the 

difference between the back and front surface profiles represents the thickness variation. It 

can be seen that, in general, diamond cut wafers have larger surface profile variation. There 

appears to be a strong correlation between the profile variation between the back and front 

surfaces of both slurry and diamond cut wafers. This may be due to the synchronous 

displacement of the ganged cutting wires. Note also that slurry cut wafers exhibit smaller 

thickness variation than diamond cut wafers.     

       

Fig. 5. Surface roughness as a function of location.   Fig. 6. Surface profile measurement. 

 

2.5 Residual Stress 
The maximum in-plane shear residual stresses in the wafers from the each group provided by 

Vendor A were analyzed using a near-infrared circular polariscope. The six-step phase 

stepping method proposed by Patterson and Wang [7] was used to solve for the phase 

retardation and isoclinic angle of the infrared light passing through the sample, which were 

then used to calculate the maximum shear stress τmax via the stress-optic law [8]. The average 

maximum shear stresses for wafer groups VAS1 and VAS2 were observed to be in the range 

1.5 – 3.3 MPa, whereas the VAD group yielded an average value of 2.4 MPa (see Fig. 7). The 

diamond cut wafers reveal a noticeable vertical stress pattern along the wire feed direction.  

  

Fig. 7. τmax in VAD wafer (left) and VAS2 wafer (right); each figure represents a 225 mm
2
 section of 

the wafer.  

2.6 Microcracks  
The presence of microcracks in the wafer subsurface determines its fracture. Selected wafer 



edges were polished to directly observe and measure microcrack distributions. These 

measurements were carried out for wafers of different cutting conditions, and the results are 

summarized in Table 2. The crack density refers to the number of observed cracks per unit 

length of the wafer edge. Measured crack lengths for polished wafer edges were found to fit 

the Weibull distribution quite well. It is of particular interest that the crack density of 

diamond cut wafers is approximately twice that of slurry cut wafers, while the expected crack 

length of diamond cut wafers, derived from the Weibull analysis, is smaller than for the slurry 

cut wafers.  
Table 2. Summary of wafer edge crack measurement  

  VAD VAS1 VAS2 VBD VBS 

Crack Density (/mm/edge) 19.0 7.7 6.7 21.4 11.5 

Max Length (µm) 8.5 10.3 7.8 6.3 9.7 

Expected Length (µm) 3.0 4.8 3.3 2.5 4.4 

Standard Deviation (µm) 1.2 2.2 1.0 1.0 1.6 

 

2.7 Fracture Strength 
The fracture strength of both slurry and diamond cut wafers were determined using four line 

bending tests. Figure 8 shows a Weibull plot of the fracture strength data. It can be seen that 

diamond cut wafers have fracture strengths comparable to the slurry cut wafers, although they 

exhibit larger variation. One group of diamond cut wafers (VBD) yielded significantly higher 

fracture strength than the other wafer groups. As expected, slurry cut wafers produced by a 

larger grit size wire (VAS1, F600) have lower fracture strengths than those produced by a 

smaller grit size wire (VAS2, F800).  

 
Fig. 8. Four line bending fracture probability. 

3. Discussion 
 
Material removal in slurry sawing of Si wafers is fundamentally due to three body abrasion 

between the wire, cutting grits (typically silicon carbide), and silicon ingot in the presence of 

a cutting fluid. On the other hand, diamond wire sawing is primarily due to two-body 

abrasion (or scratching) between the diamond grits embedded in the cutting wire and the 

silicon ingot in the presence of a cutting fluid. The ductile mode cutting grooves (saw marks) 

observed on diamond cut wafers (see Fig. 1) are generated by two-body abrasion.  



 
The variation in wafer thickness and surface roughness observed in slurry cut wafers is 
attributed to the complex interaction of the wire, abrasive and silicon ingot. For slurry cut 
wafers, it is believed that the cutting action during wire entry is dominated by the large grits 
in the slurry while the smaller grits are entrained in the slurry and play a smaller role in the 
material removal process. The larger grits lead to a rougher surface and wider kerf (thus 
thinner wafer) where the wire enters the ingot. As the wire moves through the ingot, the 
larger grits tend to fragment because of their friability and a greater number of smaller grits 
begin to participate in three-body abrasion leading to lower surface roughness and smaller 
kerf width (i.e. thicker wafer) at wire exit. In the two-body cutting mechanism of diamond 
wire sawing, hydrodynamic forces play a lesser role, and cutting is achieved by the scratching 
action of the diamond grits of random shape and size embedded in the steel wire. Therefore 
variations in thickness and roughness tend to be generally more random.  

 
Fixed abrasive diamond-cut wafers have larger crack density than slurry-cut wafers.  
However, the mean crack length estimated from the Weibull analysis is smaller for diamond-
cut wafers than for slurry-cut wafers. Meanwhile, diamond cut wafers exhibit fracture 
strengths that are comparable to slurry-cut wafers.  
 
These results suggest that fixed abrasive diamond wire sawing of silicon ingots can be a 
viable alternative to slurry sawing from the standpoint of wafer production. Coupled with 
higher throughput, this may make fixed abrasive diamond wire sawing the process of choice 
in the future. Prior to the use of fixed abrasive cutting systems in production, additional 
investigation is required for the effective removal of the amorphous Si layer produced by 
ductile mode of cutting. This might be achieved by changing etching protocol or increasing 
etching time [9].   
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Abrasive Slurry and Fixed Abrasive Diamond Wire Sawing

By Hao Wu, Shreyes N. Melkote* and Steven Danyluk

Crystalline silicon (Si) based solar cells continue to be

dominant in the photovoltaic (PV) market and a good deal of

effort has been expended in lowering the manufacturing costs

of cells and modules. A significant portion of this cost is

attributable to the silicon with 60% of the Si solar cell

costs related to the wafer itself.[1] The mechanical integrity of

the Si wafers is of considerable importance in the solar cell

production process since fracture during processing can raise

the costs significantly. Si is a brittle material and its breakage

occurs by elastic fracture.[2] With increasing use of thinner

wafers to lower material costs,[3] wafer breakage due to

fracture during handling and processing of solar cells is a

major issue.

Wafer breakage is believed to be related to microcracks

created in the sawing operation. While loose abrasive slurry

based wire sawing is currently the mainstream technology for

producing PV silicon wafers,[4–6] fixed abrasive diamond wire

sawing is rapidly gaining importance due to its potential for

high productivity.[7–9] However, there are few studies that

discuss the mechanical characteristics of diamond cut wafers

relative to slurry cut wafers. Our objective was to compare the

mechanical strengths of polycrystalline silicon wafers cut by

both loose abrasive slurry and diamond wire sawing methods

and evaluate the differences in wafer strengths obtained using

two different wafer bending tests, namely, four line bending

and biaxial flexure.

Fundamentally, breakage of Si wafers is due to the

presence of microcracks in the wafer and applied stresses

arising from wafer handling/processing operations that

exceed a critical value necessary for wafer failure.[10] Knowl-

edge of the microcrack population, location, and geometry as

well as the distribution of applied stresses is required to

predict and/or prevent wafer breakage. It is believed that

microcracks extend from the wafer surface into the material

and have a typical length of up to 10–15mmwhile edge cracks

are usually longer.[1] However, no statistical measurement of

crack lengths exists to prove/disprove the foregoing belief.

Monte Carlo simulation was employed by Rupnowski and

Sopori[11] to investigate the fracture strength of Si wafers with

surface, edge and bulk flaws under uniaxial tensile stresses.[11]

However, the actual stress state during wafer/cell processing

and handling is more complex than uniaxial tension.

Additionally, there are nonlinear effects arising from large

wafer deflection, especially for thin wafers, that impact the

stress state and hence wafer fracture.

In order to avoid the complexity in stress analysis, Si wafer

strength is typically evaluated by standard bending tests.[12]
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This paper reports on the mechanical strength of polycrystalline silicon wafers cut by loose abrasive
slurry and fixed abrasive diamond wire sawing processes. Four line bending and biaxial flexure tests are
used to evaluate the fracture strength of the wafers. Fracture strength of the wafers depends on the
location, size, and orientation of microcracks in the silicon wafer and the distribution and magnitude of
applied stresses. Measurement of microcracks at the wafer edge and center shows that edge cracks are
typically larger than center cracks. Fixed abrasive diamond wire sawn wafers are found to have a higher
crack density but smaller average crack length. Wafer fracture in four line bending is found to be
primarily due to the propagation of edge cracks while center cracks are found to be the primary cause of
wafer failure in biaxial flexure tests. Fracture mechanics based analyses demonstrate that crack
orientation plays a significant role in four line bending, but not in biaxial flexure. Correlations of the
wafer fracture strength and critical crack length agree well with microcrack measurements. The
fracture strength of diamond cut wafers is found to be comparable or superior to the strength of slurry
cut wafers.
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wafer between the lines of load application, is sensitive to edge

cracks because it is usually the longer cracks on the edge that

lead to wafer breakage. The biaxial flexure strength test

eliminates the influence of edge cracks by producing the

largest stress in the wafer center while the edges are almost

stress free. Therefore, wafer breakage in the biaxial test

typically results from the propagation of cracks in the wafer

center.

In this paper, four line bending and biaxial flexure tests are

used to evaluate the strength of multicrystalline Si wafers

produced by loose abrasive slurry and fixed abrasive diamond

wire sawing processes, as well as to establish the effect of edge

cracks (in the four line test) and center cracks (in the biaxial

test) on the mechanical strength of similarly cut wafers. In

order to achieve this goal, the typical statistics of microcracks

generated by the two wafer cutting processes are established

through measurement.

1. Measurement of Microcracks

Multicrystalline Si PV wafers of 156� 156mm2 produced

by the two wire sawing methods were obtained from two

industrial vendors (denoted by A and B). The samples from

Vendor A include one group of 200mm thick wafers cut by

diamond wire sawing and two groups of slurry cut wafers

(160–200mm thick) produced from different cutting grit sizes.

The cutting grit size distributions used for the slurry cut

wafers follow the powder size specifications of the Federation

of European Producers of Abrasive Products (FEPA) andwere

F600 and F800, respectively. In this paper, diamond cut wafers

from vendor A are denoted by the symbol VAD, while slurry

cut wafer groups from the same vendor are denoted by VAS1

(F600 wafers) and VAS2 (F800 wafers). The diamond and

slurry cut wafers from vendor B (both 200mm thick) are

denoted as VBD and VBS, respectively.

Knowledge of microcrack density, length, and geometry is

essential for evaluating the wafer strength. In this study,

microcracks at the wafer edge and subsurface cracks in the

wafer center weremeasured under an optical microscope after

polishing of the wafer cross-section. Specifically, a small

portion of the wafer edge of interest was polished to observe

the edge cracks. For center cracks, a small portion of the center

of the Si wafer was cut and used. The piece of Si containing the

region of interest (wafer edge or center) was sandwiched

between two rigid PVC blocks that serve as a fixture during

polishing. The sandwiched wafer edge and PVC block

assembly was then polished on a Logitech1 PM5 polisher

using colloidal silica suspension of 60 nm nominal grit size.

Polishing was carried out till microcracks in the polished

cross-section were observed when viewed in a Keyence1

VHX-600 digital optical microscope. A representative image

of the polished surface of the wafer edge indicating edge

cracks is shown in Figure 1.

Edges of wafers of each type were polished using the

procedure described above and the number of cracks in a fixed

length of the wafer edge were counted and their lengths

measured. At least 200 cracks were counted in each case

thereby yielding a sufficiently large sample size for statistical

analysis. Microcracks less than 1mm in length were not

counted as they were assumed to not play a major role in

determining the wafer fracture strength. The distribution of

crack length L thus obtained was fitted to the Weibull

distribution[13] as follows:

LðlÞ ¼ k

l

l

l

� �k�1

e�ðl=lÞk (1)

where l is the measured crack length, k is the shape parameter,

and l is the scale parameter. Figure 2 shows a comparison of

the fitted crack length distribution andmeasured data for VBS

wafers.

The Weibull distribution has an expected value (or mean)

given by

EðlÞ ¼ 1

l
G 1þ 1

k

� �
(2)

and a variance given by

VarðlÞ ¼ 1

l2
G 1þ 2

k

� �
� G 1þ 1

k

� �2
( )

(3)
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Fig. 1. Edge cracks in VAD wafer.

Fig. 2. Representative fit of the Weibull distribution to the measured crack lengths for
VBS wafers.
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where GðÞ is the gamma function. The crack length measure-

ments and data fitting were carried out for both slurry cut and

diamond cut wafers and the results are summarized in

Table 1.

In the table, crack density refers to the number of

microcracks per millimeter of wafer edge. It can be seen that

the crack density in diamond cut wafers is approximately

twice that in slurry cut wafers, while the expected crack length

for diamond cut wafers is smaller than for slurry cut wafers.

Since longer cracks are more likely to cause wafer breakage,

the maximum crack length is also listed for comparison.

Note that the maximum crack length does not represent the

maximum crack length in the entire wafer but only in the

section of the wafer edge analyzed.

Microcracks in the wafer center were also measured.

Wafers were cut through the center, and the edges produced

were polished as before to reveal subsurface microcracks.

These results are summarized in Table 2.

It can be seen from the tables that the crack density and the

expected length of center cracks are smaller than for edge

cracks. This may be due to the different geometric boundary

conditions present during sawing of the wafer edges

compared to sawing the wafer center. Moreover, before wire

sawing, the multicrystalline Si ingots are ground, which can

also induce microcracks in the wafer edges. Note that

diamond cut wafers have larger crack density and shorter

expected crack length than the slurry cut wafers.

2. Wafer Strength Evaluation

The fracture strength of wafers produced by the two

sawing processes was evaluated using four line bending and

biaxial flexure tests. Results of these tests are presented next.

2.1. Four Line Bending

Four line bending generates maximum stress on the back

surface of the sample in the region between the two load

application lines. Because the edge crack length is greater than

the length of cracks in the wafer center, an edge crack

propagates at a lower stress level and consequently the four

line bending test is ideal for studying the effect of edge cracks

on the fracture strength.[11,14] Based on the small-strain linear

elastic theory, which is commonly used in the literature, the

maximum tensile stress generated in the wafer during four

line bending is calculated as follows:

sm ¼ 3FðL� lÞ
2dt2

(4)

where F is the applied load, l and L are the distances between

the upper and lower load application lines, d is the wafer

width, and t is the wafer thickness. However, it is observed

that the deflection of Si wafers prior to breakage can be in

excess of 10mm. The large elastic deformation of the wafer

invalidates the small-strain linear elastic theory and necessi-

tates the use of nonlinear large strain elastic theory to

accurately determine the wafer stresses.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of themaximum tensile stress

calculated using the small-strain linear model in Eq. (4) and a

large strain model solved using the finite element method

(FEM). It can be seen that as the applied force increases, the

resultant nonlinearity can lead to stress discrepancies as large

as 50MPa. Therefore, nonlinear FEM models are used in this

study to analyze the fracture strength.

The typical maximum principal stress distribution in the

wafer computed using the nonlinear model is shown in

Figure 4. As expected, large tensile stresses occur between the

two lines of load application. Due to the large deflection and

contact between the loading lines and the wafer, the wafer

edges experience the largest stress, thereby increasing the

probability of wafer failure due to propagation of edge cracks.

As noted earlier, wafer breakage occurs due to the

existence of microcracks and applied stresses. According to

Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM), a crack will

propagate if the stress intensity factor exceeds the fracture

toughness of the material[15]:

KðI;IIÞ ¼ Ys
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
pa

p
� KðI;IIÞc (5)

where s is the applied stress, a is the crack length, and Y is a

dimensionless constant that depends on crack geometry and

the loading mode; KI and KII are the stress intensity factors for
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Table 1. Wafer edge crack measurement summary.

VAD VBD VAS1 VAS2 VBS

Crack density [/mm/edge] 19.0 21.4 7.7 6.7 11.5

Max length [mm] 8.5 6.3 10.3 7.8 9.7

Expected length [mm] 3.0 2.5 4.8 3.3 4.4

Standard deviation [mm] 1.2 1.0 2.2 1.0 1.6

Table 2. Wafer center crack measurement summary.

VAD VBD VAS1 VAS2 VBS

Crack density [/mm/edge] 15.0 17.3 6.6 4.9 8.9

Max. length [mm] 5.0 5.4 5.6 5.3 5.5

Expected length [mm] 2.2 2.2 3.1 2.4 3.0

Standard deviation [mm] 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Fig. 3. Comparison of linear and nonlinear elastic models for calculating the tensile
stress produced in the wafer.
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mode I (crack opening mode) and mode II (in-plane shear

mode) failure. Note that for thin Si wafers the out-of-plane

stress is negligible and therefore mode III failure (out-of-plane

shear) is not considered.

It is evident from Equation 5 that crack length plays a

significant role in determining the fracture strength. Mean-

while, the geometry/orientation of the cracks determines Y,

which has a significant effect when both fracture modes are in

effect as discussed next section.

Since the length of a microcrack is much smaller than the

wafer thickness, the wafer edge can be assumed to be in

uniaxial tension, as indicated by the FEM results.

An angled crack on the wafer edge is shown in Figure 5.

When b 6¼ 0, both mode I and mode II failures take place and

the stress intensity factors are given by[15]:

KI ¼ KIð0Þcos
2b (6)

KII ¼ KIð0Þcosbsinb (7)

Suppose the crack propagates at an angle a from the crack

plane, the local Mode I and Mode II stress intensity factors at

the crack tip are given by[15]:

kIðaÞ ¼ C11KI þ C12KII (8)

kIIðaÞ ¼ C21KI þ C12KII (9)

where the coefficients are given by

C11 ¼
3

4
cos

a

2

� �
þ 1

4
cos

3a

2

� �
(10)

C12 ¼ � 3

4
sin

a

2

� �
þ sin

3a

2

� �� �
(11)

C21 ¼
1

4
sin

a

2

� �
þ sin

3a

2

� �� �
(12)

C22 ¼
1

4
cos

a

2

� �
þ 3

4
cos

3a

2

� �
(13)

The crack will propagate if the energy release rate exceeds

the fracture toughness:

GðaÞ ¼ k2I ðaÞ þ k2IIðaÞ
E

� Gc (14)

By maximizing GðaÞ for a given orientation b, the crack

propagation direction a� can be determined.

For a given crack propagation direction, the critical crack

length for a given applied stress can be calculated based on the

energy release rate principle. Critical crack length ratio acb=ac0
is defined as the ratio of the critical length of an angled crack

with orientation b divided by the critical length of a pure

mode I crack (b¼ 0) for the same applied stress. Figure 6

shows that for b< 408 the angle does not have a significant

effect on the critical crack length. Cracks with an orientation of

b¼ 21.98 are easiest to propagate with a minimum critical

crack length ratio of 0.94.

Wafer breakage tests were carried out for wafers from

different sawing conditions. The Weibull distribution, which

is commonly used for the analysis of fracture of brittle

materials,[16] describes the probability of fracture at a given
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Fig. 4. Maximum principal stress distribution in four line bending.

Fig. 5. Angled wafer edge crack. Fig. 6. Critical crack length ratio in four line bending.
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stress level as:

Pf ¼ 1� exp � s

su

� �m� �
(15)

where s is the fracture stress, su is the characteristic stress at

which the probability of fracture is 63.2%; the Weibull

modulus, m, describes the strength distribution (higher the

value of m, lower the strength variability).[17] Figure 7 shows

theWeibull plots for the wafer groups examined in this study.

It can be seen that diamond cut wafers have fracture

strengths that are at least comparable to slurry cut wafers,

although they exhibit larger variation. Note that one group of

diamond cut wafers (VBD) has a much higher fracture

strength than the others and may have a bimodal fracture

probability. Note also that slurry cut wafers sawn using a

larger grit size (VAS1, F600) yield a smaller fracture strength

than those cut with a smaller grit size (VAS2, F800).

From the LEFM theory, assuming the edge crack to be a

quarter-circular crack in a quarter-infinite body, the mode I

stress intensity factor under a far-field tensile stress s is given

by[18]:

KI ¼ 1:2735s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
pa

p
(16)

The corresponding critical crack length under tensile

loading is then given by:

ac ¼
1

p

1:2735sf

KIC

� �2

(17)

where sf is the fracture strength and KIC is the mode I fracture

toughness. In the four line bending case, due to the fact that

edge cracks are longer and the tensile stresses in the large

stress region are almost of the same magnitude, wafer

breakage is due to the propagation of an edge crack with

length equal to the critical crack length.

The mode I fracture toughness of multicrystalline silicon

reported in the literature has relatively large variation

(0.86–1.1MPa
ffiffiffiffiffi
m

p
).[19–21] Using fracture toughness values

ranging from 0.86–1.1MPa
ffiffiffiffiffi
m

p
and the four line bending

fracture strengths, the corresponding mode I critical crack

lengths ac were estimated and are given in Table 3. The largest

measured crack length is also listed for comparison.

It can be seen that the measured data is in good agreement

with the predicted critical crack lengths. However, caution

should be exercised in making the comparison for three

reasons. First, the measured cracks are not necessarily

those which lead to fracture, although they are from the

same sawing condition and are therefore supposed to follow

the same statistics. Second, in addition to crack length,

the crack orientation also plays an important role in wafer

failure. Finally, the occurrence of the largest crack in the

measurements reported here is a stochastic process. Never-

theless, the measured maximum crack length can still be used

as a rough estimate for calculating the wafer fracture strength.

2.2. Biaxial Flexure

In order to eliminate the effect of wafer edges on the

fracture strength, the biaxial flexure test, which was originally

designed for evaluating the strength of ceramics (ASTM

F394-74T),[22] was used to evaluate the mechanical strength of

some of the slurry cut Si wafers.[23] The design of the setup is

similar to that reported elsewhere.[24]

Due to the large deflection, complex loading and boundary

conditions, nonlinear FEM modeling is used to compute the

stresses in this test. A representative maximum principal

stress distribution in the wafer back surface is shown in

Figure 8.
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Fig. 7. Weibull plots for wafer fracture strength in four line bending.

Table 3. Fracture strength vs. critical crack length in four line bending.

VAD VBD VAS1 VAS2 VBS

Expected fracture

stress [MPa]

136.2 221.7 136.4 160.4 143.9

Calculated mode

I ac [mm] (LEFM)

7.8–12.8 3.0–4.8 7.8–12.8 5.6–9.2 7.0–11.5

Measured largest

edge crack length [mm]

8.5 6.3 10.3 7.8 9.7

Fig. 8. Maximum in-plane principal stress distribution in wafer back surface during
biaxial bending.
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In the biaxial test, the largest stress area is subject to

principal stresses s1 and s2, where s1 is greater than s2. For an

angled crack under biaxial loading, the mixed mode stress

intensity factors are given by[15]:

KI ¼ KIð0Þ cos2bþ Bsin2b
� 	

(18)

KII ¼ KIð0Þcosbsinbð1� BÞ (19)

Note that B¼ 0.8 in this study. Following mixed mode

fracture analysis, the critical crack length ratio acb=ac0 for

angled cracks is shown in Figure 9. Unlike four line bending,

the crack orientation does not have a significant effect on the

critical crack length as the maximum critical crack length ratio

is less than 1.6 at b¼ 908.
Biaxial fracture tests were carried out on only the VAS1 and

VAS2 wafers in order to compare the fracture strengths

obtained in the two testing approaches. Weibull plots of the

results are shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that the biaxial

fracture strength is greater than the four line fracture strength

for wafers of the same cutting condition. Also, for the same

testing conditions, the fracture strength of VAS1 is always less

than VAS2.

Assuming that the cracks leading to wafer fracture are

half-circular surface cracks, LEFM gives the mode I stress

intensity factor as[18]:

KI ¼ 1:1942s
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
pa

p
(20)

Assuming mode I fracture toughness values from 0.86 to

1.1MPa
ffiffiffiffiffi
m

p
, the fracture strengths for the two testing

approaches and the corresponding mode I fracture critical

crack lengths are compared in Table 4. The largest measured

crack length is also listed for comparison.

It can be seen that the calculatedmode I critical crack length

agrees well with the largest measured value. In addition, the

table shows that the calculated and measured ratios of the

mode I critical crack length for edge cracks to center cracks are

also in reasonable agreement.

3. Conclusions

This paper compared the mechanical strengths of loose

abrasive slurry and diamond wire sawn multicrystalline

silicon PV wafers. Mechanical strength was evaluated as a

function of microcrack location, size, orientation, and the

strength measurement technique (four line bending versus

biaxial flexure). Microcrack measurements showed that edge

cracks are longer than center cracks for wafers produced

under the same conditions. Diamond cutwaferswere found to

have a higher crack density while their expected crack length

was smaller than for slurry cut wafers. It was also shown that

cracks are longer in wafers cut by larger grits in slurry sawing

(VAS1 vs. VAS2).

Through LEFM analysis, it was shown that in addition to

crack length the crack orientation plays an important role in

crack propagation due to the mixed mode fracture conditions

present in the strength testing methods used. In four line

bending, only cracks oriented at a small angle to the applied

tensile stress can cause fracture. In contrast, crack orientation

does not have a significant effect on the critical crack length in

biaxial flexure tests.

The fracture strength obtained in four line bending tests

was found to be directly correlated to wafer edge cracks while

the biaxial test results were influenced by cracks in the wafer

center. Due to the larger geometric factor in stress intensity

calculations and longer cracks in the wafer edge, the four line
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Fig. 9. Critical crack length ratio for angled cracks in biaxial flexure.

Fig. 10. Weibull plots for both four line and biaxial bending.

Table 4. Four line vs. biaxial critical crack length analysis.

VAS1 4 line VAS1
biaxial

VAS2 4
line

VAS2
biaxial

Calculated mode

I ac [mm]

7.8–12.8 5.3–8.7 5.6–9.2 3.9–6.3

Measured largest

crack length [mm]

10.3 5.6 7.8 5.3

Calculated edge/center

length ratio

1.47 1.28

Measured edge/center

length ratio

1.84 1.47
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bending fracture strength was lower than the biaxial strength

obtained for wafers cut under the same conditions.

The four line bending tests also revealed that diamond cut

wafers have fracture strengths that are comparable to or

superior to slurry cut wafers examined in this study.

Consequently, from the standpoint of mechanical strength,

the fixed abrasive diamond sawing technique can be an

effective substitute for slurry wire sawing.
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Effect of Crystallographic Orientation on Ductile Scribing of Crystalline Silicon: Role 

of Phase Transformation and Slip 

 

Hao Wu and Shreyes N. Melkote 

The George W. Woodruff School of Mechanical Engineering 
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Atlanta, GA 30332 

 

Abstract 

This paper investigates the effect of crystallographic orientation on the mode of material 

removal (ductile vs. brittle) in diamond scribing of single crystal silicon (c-Si) and offers an 

explanation for the observed effects in terms of the combined role of phase transformation 

and slip generation. Single-point diamond scribing tests are performed on (111), (001) and 

(110) crystallographic planes in the <111>, <110>, <100> and <112> directions. In all cases, 

the material removal mechanism transitions from ductile to brittle fracture as the depth of 

scribing increases. The critical depth of ductile-to-brittle transition is found to vary 

considerably. Scribing on the (001) Si surface exhibits significant brittle fracture, while 

ductile removal is achieved on the (111) plane at scribing depths greater than 1µm. In 

addition, on a given crystallographic plane, brittle fracture is found to always dominate in the 

<100> direction compared to the <111> direction. These results are explained by the roles of 

phase transformation and slip generation in the material. For a given scribing depth, 

orientations for which slip systems are easily activated require higher loading pressures and 

therefore produce higher tensile stress in the material, which leads to increased brittle fracture. 

This explanation is found to be consistent with the experimental data presented in this paper 

and those available in literature.  

 

Keywords: Silicon; Scribing; Ductile-to-brittle transition; Phase transformation; Slip   

 

1. Introduction 

 Single crystal silicon (c-Si) is a brittle material at room temperature but is known to 

exhibit ductile mode deformation during machining/scribing [1-6]. Ductile mode cutting of 

c-Si is known to occur when the tool feed rate is less than a critical value determined by the 

material property [1]. Experiments have shown that ductile cutting of c-Si can be achieved by 

suitably controlling the tool tip radius and/or the undeformed chip thickness [5-6]. Analysis 

of stresses produced in silicon during cutting has shown that ductile removal is a result of the 

large compressive stress state immediately in front of the cutting tool, which suppresses the 

growth of pre-existing structural flaws in the material [7-8].  

 

 Given that mono c-Si is anisotropic, the effects of crystallographic orientation on ductile 

cutting have been studied by others [9-13]. Shibata et al. [9] reported the results of diamond 

turning experiments carried out on (111) and (001) crystal planes at cutting depths of 100 nm 

and 1µm. A slip orientation factor was proposed to explain the varying degrees of ductile 

mode cutting observed in different crystallographic orientations. However, this factor alone 

cannot explain the observations when scribing at a cutting depth of 1 µm. Moreover, their 
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explanation does not take into account the phase transformation of c-Si, which is believed to 

enable ductile mode cutting [14]. Similar observations were also reported in [10-13] when 

machining (turning) (111) and (001) c-Si, however no detailed scientific explanations for the 

observations were given.   

 

 In this paper, diamond scribing tests are carried out on the (111), (001) and (110) planes 

of c-Si in the <111>, <110>, <100> and <112> directions to investigate the effects of 

crystallographic orientation on the mode of material removal. In particular, the paper attempts 

to explain the observed differences in the modes of material removal in the different 

crystallographic planes/directions via arguments based on the effects of phase transformation 

and slip generation in c-Si during scribing.  

 

2. Experiments 

 A single crystal cone shaped diamond scriber with 90°included angle was used in the 

scribing experiments reported here (Fig. 1). The tip radius was measured to be ~8µm. In the 

experimental setup, a semiconductor grade Czochralski (CZ) c-Si wafer was mounted on 

stacked X-Y-Z motion stages (Aerotech ANT-4V) and a Kistler 9257B 3-component 

piezoelectric cutting force dynamometer was used to measure the dynamic scribing forces 

(Fig. 2). The X-Y-Z stages have a positioning resolution of 1nm in the Z direction, thus 

permitting sub-micron depth scribing experiments. The scribing depth in the tests was 

increased linearly from 0- 2µm in order to study the ductile to brittle cutting mode transition. 

In addition, three scribing speeds of 1, 5 and 10 mm/min per crystal plane-orientation 

combination were used. 

 

 

Figure 1. SEM image of diamond scriber used in the tests. 

 

 In the experiments, (111), (001) and (110) c-Si wafers were used. The orientations along 

which scribing was carried out are summarized in Table 1. Note that there is no data in the 

literature on the mode of material removal in diamond scribing of a (110) c-Si wafer.   
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Figure 2. Scribing test setup. 

 

 

Table 1. Scribing directions and critical depth as a function of scribing speed (V). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Results  

 The mode of material removal in all scribing tests was observed to change with cutting 

depth from completely ductile, to a combination of ductile and brittle, to completely brittle 

fracture. Representative Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of the scribing tracks 

generated in the (111)        orientation shown in Fig. 3 clearly reveal this trend. When the 

depth of scribing is small, ductile mode deformation is observed and the scribing track is very 

smooth and has no cracks. With increasing depth, surface cracks are observed at the edges of 

Plane 
Scribing 

Direction 

c
d ( m ) 

V1 

(1mm/min) 

V2 

(1mm/min) 

V3 

(1mm/min) 
Average 

(111) 

       1.039 0.822 0.884 0.915 

         0.341 0.314 0.519 0.391 

(001) 
[010] 0.100 0.145 0.122 0.122 

[110] 0.169 0.190 0.152 0.170 

(110) 

       0.692 0.871 0.798 0.787 

[001] 0.234 0.201 0.220 0.218 

        1.206 1.237 1.368 1.270 
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the track while evidence of plastic flow can still be observed within the track. As the depth is 

increased further, significant evidence of brittle fracture is observed with little or no evidence 

of ductile cutting.  

 

     
Figure 3. Surface morphology of diamond scribed track in (111)        c-Si at 1mm/min 

scribing speed and scribing depths of 0.123 m (left), 0.722 m (middle), and 1.225 m 

(right), scribing direction is left to right. 

 

 While the general surface morphology trends are similar in all the tests, certain 

crystallographic orientations exhibit greater ductile mode behavior than others. Similar to 

previous work [3-8], a critical depth of scribing    is used here to quantitatively compare 

the different test cases. The critical depth is defined here as the depth at the location along the 

track where brittle fracture is first observed. A large value of    implies good ductile 

machinability of the material. The critical depth is measured by means of a confocal 

microscope (LEXT 3D). Figure 4 shows a sample image and the procedure used to determine 

the critical depth.    

  

 

Figure 4. Measurement of critical depth of scribing
 
  .  

 

 The critical depths obtained in the scribing tests are summarized in Table 1. It can be 

seen that the critical depths in the (001) plane are much smaller than in the other crystal 

planes, which implies significantly reduced ductile cutting. For tests in the same plane, 

scribing in the <111> direction exhibits greater ductile behavior than in the <110> direction, 

while brittle fracture is dominant in the <100> direction. For the range of scribing speeds 

tested, the effect of scribing speed on the critical depth does not appear to be significant.  
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 Figure 5 summarizes other interesting surface features seen in the SEM images. Parallel 

chevron cracks, are observed along the edges of the (111)       track and tend to propagate 

in the (111)       direction. Severe cracking is observed immediately following pure ductile 

mode cutting when scribing the (001) wafer. Large pits due to cracking are clearly visible in 

the (001) [010] track even at small depths of cut. In contrast, complete ductile mode cutting is 

observed in the (110)        track even at scribing depths greater than 1 m. Note that 

scribing in the <111> orientation is only possible in the (110) wafer.    

  

    

(111)       track, 1mm/min             (001)[110] track, 1mm/min 

 

     

(001)[010] track, 1 mm/min      (110)        track, 1 mm/min 

 

     Figure 5. Morphology of the scribing tracks. 

 

4 Discussion 

 

4.1 Phase transformation of Si during scribing  

 It is well-established that even though c-Si retains its diamond cubic structure at 

atmospheric pressure, it can be transformed into other phases (crystalline and amorphous) at 

higher pressures. For instance, at pressures of 10-12 GPa [15], Si-I transforms into a denser 

BCT β-Sn phase (Si-II), accompanied by a 22% volumetric reduction. Further increases in 

hydrostatic pressure can result in other phases (Si-V, Si-VI, Si-VII, etc). Upon unloading, the 

high pressure phases transform back to Si-II [16]. With further unloading Si-XII (metastable 

rhombohedra structure) and Si-III (body centered cubic) can form, with amorphous silicon 

(a-Si) forming when the unloading rate is above a critical value and does not provide 

sufficient time for recrystallization [17-22]. Note that Si-III, Si-XII and amorphous silicon 
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phases are observed mostly in areas where ductile cutting is observed [17]. Raman spectra 

from the ductile portion of the track show no evidence of the diamond cubic phase of c-Si, 

and in most cases reveal only a-Si. It is interesting to note that Si-XII and Si-III metastable 

phases were observed only in the test conducted at the low speed of 1 mm/min in the (110) 

[001] direction. The low scribing speed corresponds to a low unloading rate, which likely 

leads to the formation of the crystalline phases. Representative Raman spectra of the scribed 

track are shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the broad peaks at 480 and 170 cm
-1

 correspond 

to a-Si [23]. Figure 7 shows peaks at Raman shifts of 430 and 350 cm
-1

, which indicate the 

presence of Si-XII and Si-III phases, respectively [18].  

 

Figure 6. Raman spectra of (110) [001] track at 5 mm/min scribing speed. 

 

 In regions where both cracking and ductile flow are observed, both diamond cubic and 

a-Si phases are present, whereas only the diamond cubic Si phase is present in areas of brittle 

fracture. This confirms that the ductile flow behavior observed in the scribing tests is caused 

by the phase transformation of c-Si.  

 

 
 

Figure 7. Raman spectra of (110) [001] track scribed at 1mm/min.  
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4.2 Dislocation generation in scribing of silicon 

 Prior studies in c-Si suggest that there is no dislocation generation in conventional 

mechanical testing at temperatures below 450°[24]. However, evidence of slip due to 

dislocation motion in silicon has been widely observed under extreme loading conditions 

such as in indentation and scribing [25-29] where localized stresses can approach the 

theoretical shear strength of silicon. In fact, evidence of slip through dislocation motion has 

been shown in micro-indentation tests under all loading conditions, irrespective of whether 

the maximum load exceeds the required load for phase transformation or not [29]. The high 

localized hydrostatic stress directly underneath a sharp indenter is believed to be the cause of 

phase transformation, while the shear stress on the {111} slip planes of c-Si are believed to 

provide the driving force for slip [25-26]. It has been shown in previous studies that 

dislocations travel in the {111} plane after nucleation until their progress is halted by 

intersection with other dislocations or by intersection with the free surface. This produces the 

characteristic “V” shape of the dislocation slip bands reported in literature (see Fig. 8). 

Moreover, when indenting c-Si, the sequence of deformation consists of initial deformation 

via slip followed by phase transformation when the critical pressure for transformation is 

reached [27].  

 

 The hydrostatic and shear stresses generated in scribing can be as high as in indentation, 

and therefore a similar material response under load, i.e. slip generation and phase 

transformation, is to be expected. In fact, cross-sectional TEM images of diamond turned 

silicon show evidence of dislocations in the {111} plane and <110> direction, as well as a-Si 

layer on the surface [29].  

 

 

Figure 8. TEM image of indentation in c-Si made using a spherical indenter (after Bradby et 

al. [28]); clear evidence of slip bands can be seen. 

 

 While the experimental evidence in this work confirms the role of phase transformation 

in ductile mode scribing, the reason for the orientation dependence of the scribing mode is 

not that obvious and requires further scrutiny. It is hypothesized that this dependence of the 

mode of cutting on crystallographic orientation is due to differences in the ease of activating 

slip systems in c-Si. The Schmid factor is commonly used to evaluate the likelihood of 

activating slip systems in a particular orientation of the crystal and is given by          , 

where   is the angle between the loading direction and the direction normal to the slip plane, 
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and   is the angle between the loading and slip directions. A large Schmid factor indicates a 

large magnitude of the resolved shear stress under the same load and therefore a higher 

likelihood for slip generation in that direction. Table 2 lists the Schmid factors for all twelve 

{111} <110> possible slip systems in diamond cubic silicon for the loading directions used in 

the current work. Note that there are two major loading directions in the scribing tests 

reported here, one normal to the wafer surface and the other along the scribing direction. The 

third scribing force component, which is perpendicular to both the normal and scribing 

directions, is negligible.  

 

 It can be seen that loading in <111> yields small Schmid factors, which implies that only 

six slip systems are likely to be activated, while loads in the <100> direction have the largest 

Schmid factors leading to the activation of eight of the twelve slip systems. The Schmid 

factors are also large along <110> but will activate only four of the twelve slip systems. The 

scribing tests with larger Schmid factors will activate more slip systems and will therefore 

induce more slip. For instance, scribing in the {111} <110> direction, where the normal load 

is in the <111> direction and the tangential load is in the <110> direction, tends to generate 

fewer dislocations than scribing in the {100} <100> orientation, where both normal and 

tangential loading directions belong to the <100> family of directions, because of smaller 

Schmid factors and fewer activated slip systems (non-zero Schmid factor ) in <111> and 

<110> directions than in <100> . 

 

Table 2. Schmid factors of loading orientations tested in the experiment. 

  

Slip 

Plane 

Burgers 

Vector 

Orientation 

Schmid Factor 

[1
_

1
_

2] 

(<112>) 

[1
_

10] 

(<110>) 

[010] 

(<100>) 

[11
_

1
_

] 

(<111>) 

(1
_

1
_

1) 

[1
_

01
_

] 0.2722 0.4082 0 0 

[01
_

1
_

] 0.2722 0.4082 0.4082 0.2722 

[1
_

10] 0 0 0.4082 0.2722 

(11
_

1) 

[01
_

1
_

] 0.1361 0 0.4082 0.2722 

[101
_

] 0.4082 0 0 0.2722 

[110] 0.2722 0 0.4082 0 

(1
_

11) 

[1
_

01
_

] 0.1361 0 0 0 

[011
_

] 0.4082 0 0.4082 0 

[110] 0.2722 0 0.4082 0 

(111) 

[011
_

] 0 0.4082 0.4082 0 

[101
_

] 0 0.4082 0 0.2722 

[1
_

10] 0 0 0.4082 0.2722 

 

 It is well known that the indentation hardness of a crystalline material exhibiting ductile 

behavior is a function of dislocation density [30]. Basically, indentation hardness is higher for 

a material with higher dislocation density. This implies that a higher load (or pressure) is 

required to induce the same depth of indentation in a material with higher dislocation density. 
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Therefore, larger applied load (or pressure) is required to cause the same depth of 

indentation/scribing along crystallographic directions that are characterized by larger Schmid 

factors. For a given scribing depth, scribing along <100> requires higher pressure and 

therefore generates a larger stress in the material than scribing in the <110> or <111> 

orientations. While the compressive stress caused by the applied load (or pressure) may cause 

phase transformation, the corresponding tensile stress generated in the material will cause 

fracture if the stress intensity factor exceeds the material's fracture toughness. For the three 

possible modes of crack propagation, namely the crack opening mode (mode I), the in-plane 

shear mode (mode II), and the out-of-plane shear mode (mode III), the stress intensity factors 

can be expressed as [31]: 

aYK
IIIIII


),,(

                              (5) 

where   is the applied stress, a is the characteristic crack dimension and Y is a 

dimensionless constant that depends on the geometry and the loading mode. As the applied 

stress   increases, the value of   also increases and when   exceeds the fracture 

toughness (  ) of the material, the crack propagates and fracture occurs. In scribing tests 

along different orientations but the same scribing depth, the orientation requiring a larger 

pressure will more easily cause the stress intensity factor to exceed the facture toughness and 

therefore will exhibit more fracture. Thus, the scribing test in <100> will exhibit greater 

fracture than in <110>, while scribing in the <111> direction will exhibit the least fracture 

(and therefore the greatest ductile flow).  

 

 The foregoing analysis is consistent with experimental observations summarized in Table 

1. For example, when scribing in the (110) plane, the critical depth of scribing    is largest 

along        , and is somewhat smaller along       , and is least along [001]. For scribing 

tests in the same family of directions but in different crystallographic planes, differences in 

ductile cutting are determined by the ease of dislocation generation in orientations normal to 

the planes. Taking the scribing tests along (111)       and (110)       for comparison, 

although both cases represent scribing along the <110> family of directions, loading at the 

same depth along <111> will induce less cracking than along <110>. Thus, scribing along 

(111)       should produce more ductile behavior than along (110)      . This is confirmed 

by the higher experimentally observed value of
 
   along (111)      .  

 

 Based on the foregoing analysis, it can be concluded that, for a given depth of cut, 

scribing along an orientation with a large Schmid factor will activate more slip systems, 

which in turn increases the material strength and therefore the tensile stress generated in the 

material, leading to increased brittle fracture. In contrast, orientations with fewer slip systems 

and smaller Schmid factors exhibit more ductile behavior.   

 

5. Conclusion  

 Crystallographic orientation dependence of ductile mode scribing in c-Si is investigated 

via increasing depth diamond scribing experiments. It is found that scribing in the (111) plane 

exhibits more ductile cutting than in the (110) plane, while the greatest amount of brittle 

fracture is found when scribing in the (001) plane. For scribing in the same plane, the <111> 
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direction tends to exhibit much more ductile cutting than the <100> direction. Raman 

spectra-based phase analysis of the scribed tracks indicates that ductile mode behavior of c-Si 

is achieved through phase transformation from Si-I to Si-II during loading and, depending on 

the unloading rate, to a-Si or Si-XII and Si-III phases. It is concluded that loading in an 

orientation with the largest Schmid factor tends to activate more slip systems through 

generation and motion of dislocations, which trap each other and thereby strengthen the 

material. This strengthening in turn implies that a higher pressure is required for the same 

depth of scribing. The higher pressure produces a larger tensile stress, which results in 

increased brittle fracture. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 The ductile-to-brittle cutting mode transition in single grit diamond scribing of 

monocrystalline silicon is investigated in this paper. Specifically, the effects of scriber tip 

geometry, coefficient of friction and external hydrostatic pressure on the critical depth of 

cut associated with ductile-to-brittle transition and crack generation are studied via an 

eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM) based model, which is experimentally validated. 

Scribers with a large tip radius are shown to produce lower tensile stresses and a larger 

critical depth of cut compared to scribers with a sharp tip. Spherical tipped scribers are 

shown to generate only surface cracks while sharp tipped scribers (conical, Berkovich and 

Vickers) are found to create large subsurface tensile stresses, which can lead to nucleation 

of subsurface median/lateral cracks. Lowering the friction coefficient tends to increase the 

critical depth of cut and hence the extent of ductile mode cutting. The results also show 

that larger critical depth of cut can be obtained under external hydrostatic pressure. This 

knowledge is expected to be useful in optimizing the design and application of the 

diamond coated wire employed in fixed abrasive diamond wire sawing of photovoltaic 

silicon wafers.  

 

Keywords: Diamond scribing, silicon, modeling, ductile-to-brittle transition, crack, 

scriber shape, wire sawing 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

While loose abrasive slurry sawing is the dominant process for producing photovoltaic 

(PV) silicon wafers [1-2], fixed abrasive diamond wire sawing is rapidly gaining attention due 

to its potential for higher productivity [3-4].  In order to understand the basic cutting 

mechanisms involved in the diamond wire sawing process and their effect on surface integrity 

of silicon wafers, a fundamental study of the mechanics of interaction between a single 

abrasive grit (or scriber) and silicon is necessary and forms the focus of this paper.  

Although silicon is brittle at room temperature, it exhibits ductile behavior when cut at low 

feed rates [5].  A number of studies focused on ductile mode cutting of crystalline silicon have 

been reported [6-15]. It is widely believed that ductile behavior of silicon is due to 

transformation of the diamond cubic phase of silicon to a metallic phase under high contact 

pressures [9-15].  

Figure 1 shows the typical cutting mode transition with increasing cutting depth in single 

grit diamond scribing experiments on monocrystalline silicon performed under ambient 

conditions. It can be seen that as the scribing depth increases, there is transition from purely 

ductile mode cutting, which yields a smooth crack-free surface, to a mix of ductile and brittle 

fracture and then to complete brittle fracture.  

Prior work has shown that the critical depth for transition from ductile to brittle mode of 

cutting is given by [5]: 
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                                             (1) 

where    is the fracture toughness,   is the hardness and E the elastic modulus. This 

expression, while useful, does not explicitly account for the effects of scriber tip geometry, 

friction, etc. Cutting experiments on silicon indicate that the critical depth varies with 

changing tip radius [7-9].  

 



 

Figure 1. Surface morphology in diamond scribing of (111) mono silicon at depths of 0.123 

µm (left), 0.722 µm (middle), and 1.225 µm (right); spherical tip scriber with 8  m tip radius 

used. 

 

Prior work on ductile cutting of silicon is limited to single point turning or scribing 

experiments with a diamond tool of a specific tip geometry [7-11]. In contrast, fixed abrasive 

diamond wire sawing is characterized by a wide distribution of grit shapes, sizes, tip radii and 

cutting conditions, whose effects are not well-understood. Consequently, this paper 

investigates the effects of diamond grit shape, coefficient of friction and cutting depth on the 

ductile-to-brittle transition in diamond scribing of monocrystalline silicon using the eXtended 

Finite Element Method (XFEM) to model crack initiation and propagation during the scribing 

process.  

 

2 MODELING 

2.1 XFEM overview 

 The XFEM is an extension of the conventional finite element method for structural 

analysis and allows modeling of 3D nucleation of discontinuities (e.g. cracks) in the material 

without requiring explicit remeshing of the crack surfaces [16-17]. A discontinuous jump 

function and asymptotic crack-tip displacement fields are added to the finite element 

approximation to account for the crack using the notion of partition of unity . The presence of 

discontinuity in the material is modeled via special enrichment functions in conjunction with 



additional degrees of freedom. This is accomplished using the displacement vector function   

as follows [18]: 
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where       are the nodal shape functions;     is the nodal displacement vector for the 

continuous part of the finite element solution; the second term is the product of the nodal 

enriched degree of freedom vector,   , and the discontinuous jump function      across the 

crack surfaces; the third term is the product of the nodal enriched degree of freedom vector, 

  
 , and the elastic asymptotic crack-tip functions,      . Additional details of the XFEM 

approach can be found in [18]. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.  

(2) is applicable to all the nodes in the model; the second term is valid for nodes of elements 

that are intersected by the crack; and the third term is used only for nodes of the element that 

contains the crack tip. In the present work, the XFEM formulation available in the 

commercial finite element code ABAQUS/Standard 6.10 is used to build the model.  

 Note that damage (crack) modeling is achieved via a traction-separation law and follows 

the general damage modeling framework in ABAQUS 6.10, including specification of a 

damage initiation criterion and damage evolution law, which are defined as material 

properties. 

 

2.2 Material properties 

In order to simulate the mechanical interaction of a diamond scriber with silicon using 

XFEM, a constitutive model for the material behavior must be defined. Under tensile load, 

silicon typically undergoes elastic deformation till fracture. However, it undergoes phase 

transformation when subjected to a sufficiently high hydrostatic stress [19]. Therefore, the 



constitutive model must account for both phase transformation and elastic-fracture 

characteristics.  

Under tensile load, the anisotropic elastic property of silicon is defined as:  

klijklij
C    or 

klijklij
S            (3) 

where C is the stiffness matrix and S is the compliance matrix. Since it is of interest here to 

model the scribing process in (111) silicon in the <110> orientation, the elements of C and S 

can be identified through crystallographic transformation [20].  

Since transformations from the Si-II phase to higher pressure phases are reversible [21], 

only the property of Si-II is included in the material model. The general behavior of silicon in 

compression is modeled as elastic-plastic. As shown in Fig. 2, silicon exhibits anisotropic 

elastic behavior below point 1, while it behaves plastically after point 1. The region between 

point 1 (corresponding to the lowest pressure for Si-I to Si-II transformation [22]) and point 2 

(corresponding to the highest pressure for Si-I to Si-II transformation [19]) represents the 

region of phase transformation to Si-II. Between points 2 and 3 (where Si-II to Si-V 

transformation ocurrs [19]), Si-II is assumed to exhibit linear hardening behavior under 

uniaxial loading. The material constants for phase transformation are calculated from the 

transformation pressure data reported in literature and reproduced in Table 1.  

The fracture strength of (111) silicon is used as the crack initiation criterion. Since there is 

a wide variation in fracture strength data reported in the literature, a fracture strength of 4 GPa 

derived from surface acoustic wave pulse tests on monocrystalline silicon without any pre-

crack or notch [23] is used in this work. The crack propagation criterion is defined in terms of 

the energy release rate as follows:  

fc
wGG 2

                           (4) 

           
 



where  is the energy release rate,   is the fracture toughness,    is the energy needed to 

create a new surface and is equal to 1.15      for {111} cleavage plane [24].   

 

Table 1. Material property constants used for phase transformation model 

Point Stress (GPa) True Strain Effective Plastic Strain 

1 8.8 [22] 0.0518 0 

2 11.2 [19] 0.4166 0.349 

3 16.4 [19] 0.4578 0.3588 

 

 

Figure 2. Constitutive material model for silicon. 

 

2.3 Scriber geometry and process 

Initially, only two scriber tip shapes are modeled and compared with experimental results. 

Scriber I has a truncated conical shaped tip of 60° included ange with a flat top of 10 µm 

diameter (see Fig. 3). Scriber II (see Fig.4) is conical with a 120° included angle and a tip 

radius of 3 µm.  Frictional contact between the scriber surfaces and silicon is modeled and the 

friction coefficient is varied between 0.1 and 0.2. These values are estimated from force 

measurements made in scribing tests performed in air. Note that the coefficient of friction 

variation is intended to simulate variation in the cutting fluid properties used in the diamond 

wire sawing process. 



 

 

 

Figure 3. Scriber I geometry (sketch on left is model of scriber tip portion only). 

  

Figure 4. Scriber II geometry (sketch on left is model of scriber tip portion only). 

 

A gradually increasing depth of cut is used to simulate the scribing process. Also, due to 

symmetry in the scribing geometry, only a one-half 3D model of the scribing process is built 

and solved. Note that preliminary simulations showed that no cracks nucleate in the plane of 

symmetry. Finally, it should be noted that the model does not consider removal of material 

during scribing. 

 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Model simulations 

The principal stress contours for the two scriber geometries have similar features and 

therefore only the results for Scriber II are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that as the scribing 



depth increases, the compressive stress field directly under the scriber and the tensile stress 

field behind the scriber tip increase in magnitude. At a certain location along the scribing 

direction, the tensile stress exceeds the fracture strength criterion and surface cracks nucleate 

and propagate when the energy release rate exceeds the fracture toughness of the material. 

Note that the semi-circular crack path follows the tensile stress contours. 

 

 

Figure 5. Principal stress and crack generation for Scriber II (scriber not shown). 

 

As shown in Fig. 6, two types of semi-circular (or "chevron") cracks are observed in the 

two scribing simulations. Type I refers to crack propagation that starts from the center of the 

scribing track and curves outward in accordance with the large tensile stress region. Type 2 

cracks are initiated from outside the scribing track and follow the maximum tensile stress 

region towards the center of the scribing track. 

 



 

Figure 6. Crack propagation patterns (left figures: crack initiation, right figures: crack 

propagation). 

Figure 7 shows the evolution of principal (tensile) stress with scribing depth for the two 

scriber shapes used in the simulations. It is seen that the tensile stress increases sharply with 

increase in cutting depth for Scriber II, while the increase is more gradual for Scriber I. 

Consequently, the critical depth of cut (which corresponds to the crack initiation point) is 

much greater for the blunt scriber (Scriber I) than for the sharp scriber (Scriber II). The 

hydrostatic pressures corresponding to the crack initiation points are 9.45 GPa and 9.19 GPa, 

respectively, which are sufficiently high for phase transformation of silicon. Consequently, 

ductile mode of cutting is expected prior to crack initiation.  

 

 

Figure 7. Evolution of stress with scribing depth. 

 



3.2 Validation experiments 

Gradually increasing depth of cut (0-2µm) single grit diamond scribing experiments were 

carried out on a polished CZ silicon wafer in the (111) <110> orientation to validate the 

XFEM model. A semiconductor grade Czochralski (CZ) c-Si wafer was mounted on stacked 

X-Y-Z motion stages (Aerotech ANT-4V) and a Kistler 9257B 3-component piezoelectric 

cutting force dynamometer was used to measure the dynamic scribing forces (see Fig. 8). The 

X-Y-Z stages have a positioning resolution of 1nm in the Z direction, thus permitting sub-

micron depth scribing experiments. Note that all the tests were performed under ambient 

conditions without any cutting fluid. The two scriber geometries used in the model 

simulations discussed previously were employed in the actual tests.  

 

Figure 8. Scribing test setup 

Figure 9 shows a comparison of the surface morphology (see SEM image) obtained with 

Scriber I and the corresponding model simulation result. It can be seen that the simulated and 

predicted crack paths are similar. Prior to crack initiation in the experiment, the track 

produced by the scriber clearly shows evidence of ductile cutting. The simulated critical depth 

of cut (387.6 nm) is in reasonable agreement with the measured depth (318±37.2 nm). For 



Scriber II, the simulated critical depth (34.6 nm) was also found to be in reasonable agreement 

with the measured depth (52.1±7.7 nm). Differences in the measured and simulated critical 

depths can be attributed to the idealized model of the scriber geometry, variation in the 

fracture strength of silicon, and difficulty in precisely identifying the first crack initiation 

point in the experiment.   

   

  (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 9. (a) Ductile flow prior to crack, (b) measured, and (c) simulated crack paths for 

Scriber I. 

3.3  Effects of scriber shape and friction  

The validated XFEM model was used to analyze the effect of diamond scriber shape and 

friction coefficient on stresses and crack initiation. A number of scriber shapes including 

spherical tips with different radii, conical tips with different included angles and faceted tips 

such as Berkovich and Vickers were modeled and simulated.  

Figure 10 shows the effects of scribing depth and friction coefficient for a spherical tipped 

scriber with a tip radius of 3 µm (similar to Scriber II presented earlier). It can be seen that a 

higher friction coefficient produces a larger tensile stress with increasing depth and a 

correspondingly smaller critical depth of cut for ductile-to-brittle transition. This implies that 

lowering the friction coefficient will delay crack initiation and hence promote ductile cutting, 

which yields a smooth crack-free surface. The frictionless case is presented here only for 

comparison and does not have practical significance. 

 



 

Figure 10. Effect of friction and scribing depth on stress evolution (spherical scriber with 3 

µm tip radius). 

Figure 11 shows the effect of scriber tip radius and friction coefficient on the critical depth 

of cut. It is clear that the critical depth is higher for a larger tip radius and lower friction 

coefficient. The higher critical depth is attributed to the large compressive stress field induced 

by the larger tip radius, which inhibits fracture initiation [7]. In all cases, the corresponding 

hydrostatic pressure for the crack initiation ranges from 9-15 GPa, which suggests material 

removal via ductile mode of cutting occurs prior to crack initiation. 

 

Figure 11. Effect of tip radius and friction on critical depth for spherical tips. 



The effects of scribing depth and included angle of a sharp tipped (20 nm radius) conical 

scriber on the stresses and critical depth were also simulated. A friction coefficient of 0.05 

was assumed.  Figure 12 shows the effect of scribing depth on the subsurface stress contours 

for a 150 included angle scriber. It is seen that the maximum stress occurs under and slightly 

behind the scriber-silicon contact area. The sectional view reveals fairly high subsurface 

tensile stresses, whose distribution resembles the shape of median and/or lateral cracks that 

are known to occur in the subsurface for sharp indenters [25-26]. However, the subsurface 

tensile stress in the present case is insufficient (< 4GPa) to nucleate cracks, and as the scribing 

depth increases the maximum principal stress shifts to the surface and finally produces surface 

cracks. 

 

Figure 12. Subsurface stress contours (in a section normal to scribing direction) for a 150° 

conical tip and 2.6 nm scribing depth. 

 

Figure 13 summarizes the effect of included angle on the stress and critical depth. It can be 

seen that the critical depth increases with the included angle. This is again due to the larger 

compressive stresses induced in the material, which delay crack initiation and inhibit their 

propagation. This is consistent with results reported elsewhere for diamond turning of brittle 

materials with large negative rake angle tools, which exhibit greater ductile mode cutting 

behavior [7-9,27]. The hydrostatic pressure corresponding to the critical depth ranges from 

18-21 GPa, which suggests ductile mode of cutting dominates prior to material fracture. 



 

Figure 13. Effect of included angle and depth on stress for conical scriber. 

 

Scribing by Berkovich and Vickers indenters was also studied to shed light on the cutting 

performance of faceted cutting grits due to their frequent appearance in diamond wires. 

Similar to the modeling of  conical indenters presented earlier, all sharp edges in these 

scribers were rounded with 20 nm fillet radii and a friction coefficient of 0.05 was assumed. 

It is found the stress distributions generated by the Berkovich and Vickers scribers exhibit 

the same features as the conical scriber. Namely, at a small depth of scribing the maximum 

principal stress is produced in the subsurface, and the orientation of the tensile stress suggests 

the possible generation of median/lateral cracks. At larger scribing depths, the maximum 

principal stress moves to the surface of the silicon wafer. While a large tensile stress region is 

still produced in the subsurface, cracks are first generated in the tensile stress region of the 

surface, as shown in Fig. 14.  

Figures 14a and 14b show the geometry of scribing with the Berkovich tip. Figure 14a 

shows the scribing process with the edge of the Berkovich tip leading while Fig. 14b shows 

the face of the scriber tip leading. Note also that the Berkovich tip is modeled using shell 

elements instead of a solid body. It is interesting to note that the shape of the large tensile 

stress region and the crack formation paths are modified significantly if the tip is rotated 180 



degrees around the vertical axis of the scriber (compare Figs. 14c and 14d). In both cases the 

large tensile stresses in the surface follow the scriber-silicon surface contact region, and the 

change in orientation of the scriber tip has led to a change in the stress field, and crack 

initiation and propagation.  The critical depth of cut in both cases is 8.9 nm. 

 

 

    (a)                (b) 

 

    (c)       (d) 

Figure 14. Stresses and cracks generated by Berkovich tip: edge leading (a & c) and face 

leading (b & d). 

 

Similar patterns of stress distribution and crack generation are also observed for scribing 

with a Vickers tip (pyramidal tip with four facets).  Scribing with one of the four edges of the 

scriber as the leading edge yields a critical depth of cut of 8.9 nm, while a slightly higher 

critical depth of 9.1 nm is obtained after a 45 rotation of the tip about its vertical axis. In both 

cases, the maximum tensile stresses occur in the subsurface and then shift to surface as the 

scribing depth increases and finally surface cracks form. The tensile stress in the subsurface 

Top surface Top surface 



can be as large as 3.5 GPa. The two orientations of the scriber tip yield different maximum 

tensile stress distributions and crack propagation paths corresponding to the critical depths of 

cut for the two orientations. In actual sawing practice, due to the presence of microcracks, the 

fracture strength of c-Si may be lower than the 4 GPa fracture strength assumed in the XFEM 

model. If the fracture strength is less than 3.5 GPa, subsurface cracks can be initiated before 

the generation of surface cracks.  

 

3.4  Effects of hydrostatic pressure on crack initiation  

It is well known that the fracture strength of a brittle material is higher when subjected to 

external hydrostatic pressure [28]. Single grit scribing tests on silicon carried out in a chamber 

with 400 MPa hydrostatic pressure have shown that crack generation in the material can be 

delayed, thereby allowing ductile mode cutting to be carried out at a larger scribing depth 

[29]. To analyze this effect via the XFEM model, scribing of monocrystalline silicon with a 

spherical scriber of 3 µm tip radius under different hydrostatic pressures was simulated. The 

results show that, for a friction coefficient of 0.05, as the hydrostatic pressure increases from 

zero to 800 MPa in increments of 200 MPa, the critical depth for ductile-to-brittle transition 

increases from 57.5 nm to 60.6 nm, 62.1 nm, 64.1 nm and 67.1 nm, respectively. The stress 

evolution as a function of scribing depth and the magnitude of hydrostatic pressure is shown 

in Fig. 15. This agrees with experimental observations reported in literature [29].   



 

Figure 15. Effect of hydrostatic pressure and depth on stress for a spherical scriber (3 µm tip 

radius ). 

 

4  CONCLUSIONS 

 The paper modeled and analyzed the effects of abrasive shape, friction coefficient, and 

external hydrostatic pressure on the ductile-to-brittle transition in single grit diamond scribing 

of monocrystalline silicon. The work was motivated by the need for fundamental 

understanding of the factors affecting material removal and surface generation in fixed 

abrasive diamond wire sawing of PV silicon wafers. An XFEM model of the single grit 

scribing process was built and shown to yield predictions of the critical depth of cut for 

ductile-to-brittle transition for silicon that are in reasonable agreement with diamond scribing 

experiments. 

 The modeling results show that ductile mode cutting, which yields a smooth crack-free 

surface, can be induced by suitably controlling abrasive shape parameters such as the grit tip 

radius (for spherical abrasives) and included angle (for conical abrasives). Increasing the tip 

radius and/or the included angle increases the critical depth by delaying crack initiation in 



silicon. In contrast to blunt tips (flat and spherical), which only initiate surface cracks at the 

dutile-to-brittle transition point, sharp tips (conical, Berkovich and Vickers) always generate 

large tensile stress regions in the subsurface, which can lead to the initiation of median and 

lateral cracks. 

In addition, lowering the friction coefficient, e.g. by altering the cutting fluid properties in 

the actual wire sawing process, also yields a higher critical depth of cut. The model also  

correctly captures the increase in critical depth of cut with increasing hydrostatic pressure.  

 It is noted that a higher critical depth of cut implies the possibility of a higher feed rate in 

wire sawing without surface/subsurface cracking. These results are expected to be useful in 

optimizing the diamond wire and its application to wafering of PV silicon ingots.  
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